Introduction
We consider representations 03C1 : G ~ GLm(K) of finite groups G over an algebraic number field K C and their Chern classes ci(p) E H2¡(G; Z), i = 1, 2,..., m; i.e., the Chern classes of the associated (flat) complex vector bundles over the classifying space (EilenbergMacLane complex) of G. Our main objective is to determine the best universal bound EK(i) for the order of ci(p) when p ranges over all K-representations of all finite groups G. We then apply the result to GL(O(K)), the stable linear group over the integers of K with its inclusion représentation in GL(K), and obtain information on the order of the corresponding Chern classes ci E H2¡(GL(O(K)); Z).
Finally some number-theoretic properties of the EK(i) are discussed.
1: The existence of the universal bound EK(i) above is known from the work of Grothendieck [7] . We will denote by ÉK(i) the upper bound for EK(i) resulting from his approach. However, we determine ÉK(i) without appealing to Grothendieck's method: We describe, by means of elementary character theory of finite groups, the relationship between Galois operations and Adams' tf1-operations on representations; this yields directly the formula ci(p") = k'ci(p) for any automorphism (y of C which acts on the n -th roots of unity by the k-th power map (n = exponent of G). From this the prime factorization of EK (1) is obtained in terms of two invariants of K (cf. [4] where these were introduced in connection with the order of the Euler class). In particular, for K = Q and i even = 2t, Ea(2t) [12] ); namely EK(i) = ~cm{m|~K(m) divides il where ~K(m) is the degree of the m-th cyclotomic extension K(Çm) of K. It turns out that ÉK(i) and EK(i) differ at most by a factor 2. They always agree if i is odd. If i is even = 2t, one has EK(2~) = 2JjK(2é) except for those K for which Gal(K(03B6203B2)/K) is cyclic for all 03B2; such number fields will be called exceptional. Thus 3: There remains the task to find out, for i even = 2~ and K not exceptional, which of the two possibilities is EK(2t). The result depends on whether K is formally real or not (formally real fields are not exceptional, but the converse is not true):
For K = Q this yields Ea(2t) = denominator of B2t/2t (as shown already in [3] ).
The precise result (**) depends on a careful analysis of representations over the respective fields K of 2-groups, in particular of the generalized quaternion group of order 2/3, 03B2 ~ 3. We summarize:
THEOREM: Let K ~ be a number field. The 1. Opérations in the représentation ring 1.1: Let G be a finite group, and R(G) its complex representation ring; i.e., its character ring. In this section we describe the relations between operations on R(G) arising from automorphisms of C, on the one hand, and the t/J-operations on the other hand (cf. also [5] , [6] , [9] , and [10] ).
Let 03C1:G~GLm(C) be a representation, Xp its character. Any u E Aut C, the automorphism group of the field C, induces an automorphism 03C3* of GLm() by applying a to the matrix entries. The composition 03C3*03C1 is a representation p' with character XPa = oX, Applying OE to the values of a (virtual or actual) character of G thus 44 defines a ring automorphism of R(G), also called "Galois action" on R(G).
For any subfield K ~ C we consider the subgroup Gal(C/K) of Aut C consisting of automorphisms over K. Let n be a multiple of the exponent of G, and K(03B6n) the n -th cyclotomic extension of K (the field obtained by adjoining to K a primitive n-th root of unity Cn); it is a finite Galois extension with Abelian Galois group Gal(K(03B6n)/K). Throughout Sections 1-3 we will also write Kn for K(03B6n), to simplify notations. Since all X E R(G) have values in Kn the action of Gal(C/K) on R(G) factors through the restriction map Gal(C/K) G al(Kn/K), which is surjective by virtue of the "isomorphism extension theorem" ( [1] ). Thus the (virtual) characters ~ ~ R(G) which take their values in K are precisely those which are fixed under the action of Gal(C/K). 1.2: We recall that the t/J-operations are defined by means of exterior powers and "Newton polynomials" (cf. [5] PROOF: Both or and 03C8k being additive it suffices to consider an actual character X, of a representation p : G ~ GLm(C). Let 03C91, ..., 03C9m E C be the eigenvalues of p(g), for g E G. One has 03B4~03C1(g) = u(,wl + ··· + 03C9m) = 03C9k1 + ··· + W m = 03C8k~03C1(g) as noted above.
1.3: The positive integer k associated in Proposition 1.1 with n and or E Aut C is, of course, prime to n and determined by or modulo n ; and each k prime to n occurs for some a E Aut C.
Let K be a subfield of C. We look for those k which belong to automorphisms or E Gal(C/K) C Aut C, for a fixed n. We write /-LK(n) for the homomorphism Gal(C/K)~(Z/nZ)* which assigns to or the class modulo n of integers k with 03C3(03C9) = w kon the n-th roots of unity 03C9. Then 03BCK(N) factors as 03BCK(n) = ÀK(n) . res, where res is the surjective restriction map Gal(C/K)~Gal(Kn/K) and ÀK(n) is an isomorphism of Gal(Kn/K) onto a subgroup im ÀK(n) of (lin Z)*. If the residue class of an integer k is in im ÀK(n) we will say, for simplicity, that "k is in the image of 03BBK(n)" and write k E im ÀK(n).
Since and, for an odd prime p, Moreover we write, for any integer n &#x3E; 0, ~K(n) for the degree of Kn over K (~Q(n) = 0(n), the Euler function). a(e2 + C-2) = Q(cos 7T!2f3-2) o f 0213-1 where C = C2'8-PROOF: We consider 03B2 ~ 3. In the diagram of field extensions the group Gal(Q203B2/Q(03B62 + 03B6-2)) is ~ C2 X C2, generated by 03B6 ~ -03B6 and C -03B6-1; it is a subgroup of all further Gal(Q203B2/Q(03B62j + 03B6-2j)) which thus are non-cyclic. Conversely, any non-cyclic subgroup of Gal(020/0) has one of the a(C2j + 03B6-2j) as fixed field, contained in Q(03B62 + 03B6-2) = Q(cos 03C0/203B2-2). For the converse, we may take f3 ~ 3. Assume that Gal(020/L) is cyclic, hence L is none of the Q(03B62j + 03B6-2j); and that Gal(020+,/L) is not cyclic and thus L is contained in O(C + e-') -note that 03B6 = 03BE203B2 = 03B62203B2+1. Then L must be = Q(03B6 + e-'), whence Gal(Q203B2+1/L) ~ C2 x C2. If f3 ~ y + 2, K20+1 has degree 2 over K203B2. We assume that Gal(K203B2/K) ~ Gal(Q203B2/K ~ Q203B2) is cyclic and consider the inclusion of index 2
Gal(Q203B2+1/K ~ Q203B2+1) C Gal(Q203B2+1/K rl Q203B2), the latter group being cyclic or ~ C2 C2. Hence We proceed by doing so first for p-groups. 4. The best universal bound 4.1: We will first discuss Chern classes of representations of groups of special type, namely the groups C2a (cyclic of order 2'), D2« (dihedral of order 203B1), SD2a (semidihedral of order 2" ) and Q2a (generalized quaternion group of order 2«); for the notation and the representations of these groups see [3] and [4] .
In this section, we write 03C903B1 for 03B62a (a primitive 2"-th root of 1). The following lemma will play an important rôle. LEMMA 4.1: Let K C cC be a subfield. If a &#x3E; yK (2), then both the fields K(03B1+1 +03C9-103B1+1) and K(03C903B1+1-03C9-103B1+1) have degree 2 over K(03C903B1 + 03C9-103B1).
PROOF: We deal with the case of the field K(03C903B1+1 + 03C9-103B1+1), the case of K(03C903B1+1 -03C9-103B1+1) being entirely analogous. 56 We consider the inclusion diagram
The degree of K(03C903B1+1 + 03C9-103B1+1) over K(03C903B1 + 03C9-103B1) is at most 2 and K(03C903B1+1) has degree 2 over K(lùa) for a &#x3E; 03B3K(2) (cf. [4] ). It thus (2)). We may furthermore assume p to be faithful, since any quotient of one of the groups in question is again of type C203B2, D203B2 or SD213.
(1) The case G = C2a. The universal bounds EK(i) for the orders of Chern classes of K-representations of finite groups may be used to obtain lower estimates for the order of ci(C). This will become clear from the following proposition.
